
Thursday, February 7th : blitz session 14:30-15:05

Thursday, February 7th : poster session 14:35-16:00

Friday, February 8th : blitz session 14:00-14:35

Friday, February 8th : poster session 14:35-15:30

Poster number1st author First Name1st author Last NameTitle

1 Lia Antico 
Beyond unpleasantness. Social exclusion affects the experience of pain, but not of comparably-
unpleasant disgust

jeudi

2 Catherine Audrin The implication of epistemic emotions during creativity
vendredi

3 Sebastien Baez Carryover effects of empathy for suffering in the brain activity and connectivity of elderly people
jeudi

4
Nicola Ballhausen Stress and prospective memory: What is the role of cortisol?

vendredi

5 Damien Benis
Differential influences of brain hemisphere and Parkinson’s disease lateralization on the oscillatory correlates of emotional prosody decoding in the Subthalamic Nucleus

jeudi

6 Jonas Blatter The ethics of emotion
vendredi

7 Heather Carlson The Differential effects of odor valence on resting state connectivity
jeudi

8 Leonardo Ceravolo Amygdala sensitivity to verbal vocal emotions
vendredi

9 Cyrielle Chappuis Dynamics of trustworthiness inference from voice : a gating study
jeudi

10 Beatrice Conte 
Values and emotions: The impact of biospheric values on Skin Conductance Responses to 
environmental affective stimuli

vendredi

11 Rodriguo Diaz Are bodily feelings necessary for emotion? Testing William James’ subtraction argument
jeudi

12 Judith Dominguez 
Human amygdala response to unisensory and multisensory emotion input: no evidence for 
superadditivity from intracranial recordings

vendredi

13 Julian Gaviria Lopez 
Precuneus-related functional co-activation patterns reveal distinct temporal and spatial fluctuations 
following affective stimulation and cognitive control

jeudi

14 Yannick Faes
When unnecessary tasks hurt most: The negative effects on health 4 years later for young workers with 
high self-efficac

vendredi

15 Carol Gehringer Emocube for trust & inclusion
jeudi

16 Alessio Giarrizzo Stress-induced Pavlovian bias in reward-seeking behaviours.
vendredi

17 Mario Herberz The influence of consumption unit (liter vs. kWh) on the perceived environmental image of cars
jeudi

18 Augustin Joessel Investigating the neural predictors of flow using fMRI
vendredi

19 Stephanie Mertens The directional effects of attribute translations on consumer decision making
jeudi

20 Michal Muszinski Film Aesthetic Experience
vendredi

21 Edoardo Pappaianni
Markers of bad regulation: morphometric and psychological differences between low vs high 
reappraisers

jeudi

22 Jeanne Richard Emotion regulation and mixed feelings in a population of various Body Mass Indexes (BMI)
vendredi

23
Ulrike Rimmele  

Socioeconomic Position moderates the relationship between perceived stress and cognitive function in old age
jeudi

24
Ulrike Rimmele  

Emotional memories from child-to adulthood
vendredi

25 Allan Rojas Peer-ceived well-being: exploring the value of peers for human stress assessment in-situ
jeudi

26 Nahuel Salem Garcia Overconfidence as a product of optimistic learning
vendredi

27 Magali Schor Nothing Special about Fictional Emotions
jeudi

28 Simon Schaerlaeken Can your expertise predict my intentions?
vendredi

29
Doriana Tinello  

Inhibitory control in older adults: a biofeedback study
vendredi

30 Michel Tran Virtual reality setup for developmental disorders and intellectual disabilities
jeudi

31 Noémie Treichel How cognitive, social, and emotional profiles impact humor appreciation.
jeudi

32 Philippe Voruz
Vocal emotion recognition following subthalamic nucleus DBS: An 18FDG-PET study in Parkinson's 
disease

vendredi

33 Chen Wang Impression Detection from Face and Eye Gaze
vendredi

34 Alexandra Zaharia First proof of efficacy of a novel training for the regulation of positive emotions in individuals with autism spectrum disorder
jeudi

35 Skiba Rafal The Dynamic Casual Modeling of Holistic and Analytic Processing of Dynamic Facial Expressions vendredi

36 Elena Comincioli Can emotions design services? jeudi
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